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The fast-growing Internet of Things (loT) and Artificial intelligence
(AI) applications mand ate high-performance edge data ana lytics.
This requirement cannot be fully fulfilled by prior works that focus
on either small architectures (e.g., accelerators) or large infrastruc
ture (e.g., cloud data centers). Sitting in betwe en the edge and cloud,
th ere have been many server-level design s for augmenting edge
data processing. However, they often require specialized hardw are
resour ces and lack scalability as well as agility.

Other than reinventing the wheel, we explore tapping int o un 
derutilized network infrastructure in the incoming 5G era for aug
menting edge data ana lytics. Specifically, we focus on efficiently
deploying edge data processing applications on Network Functi on
Virtualization (NFV) ena bled commodity servers. In such a way,
we can benefit from the service flexibilit y of NFV while greatly
reducing the cost of many servers deployed in the edge network.
We perform extensive experiment s to investigate the characteristics
of packet pro cessing in a DPDK-based NFV platform and discover
the resource under-utili zation issue when using the DPDK polling
mode.Then, we prop ose a framework named EdgeMiner, which can
harve st the potentially idle cycles of the cores for data processing
purpose. Meanwhile, it can also guarantee the Quality of Service
(QoS) of both the Virtu alized Network Functions (VNFs) and Edge
Data Processing (EDP) applications wh en they are co-running on
the same server.

CC S CONCEPTS
• General an d reference -> Measurement; • Software and its
engineering -> Process management; • Networks -> Network
servers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deploying data analytic applications and Al-enabled services near
the edge is becoming increasin gly popular tod ay since movin g
stored or in-flight data to the cloud can be problematic. According
to Gartner, there will be over 20 billion loT devices inst alled by 2020
[9], which will create large quantiti es of data needing to be analyzed.
Integratin g domain-specific accelerators in end devices (e.g., smart
ph one s or video cameras) can boost Edge Data Proc essing (EDP),
but it is inadequate due to limited capa city and scalability. Faced
with a deluge of edge traffic, it is also critical to tap into auxiliary
edge systems for augmented EDP. Recentl y, man y pioneer studies
have explored such hierarchical topology, includin g the Cloud-Fog
Edge three-layer design [7, 38] or four- layer design [34].

However, there are no well-established architectures for the aug
ment ed EDP landscape [25]. Even though various edge computing
solutions [5, 24, 32, 36, 37] have been explored over the years, they
typically assume certain specialized hardw are such as smar t gate
ways, mini clusters, or network devices to process th e raw data.
For example, XPro [36] proposes an energy-efficient architecture
for smart body sensing. ParaDrop [37] and Fog Computer [8] high
light smart gateways for processing data stream near users . At the
server level, Cloudlet [32] uses virtu alized local cluster s to augment
mobile services and InSURE [24] leverages standalone cluster s to
pr e-process raw data onsite. Recently, Microsoft introduces Data
Box Edge/Gateway [5], which is a physical network appliance that
uses AI to analyze and transform data before it is uploaded to Azure.

The above systems impro ve different edge-orient ed services for
sure, but they can be less cost-efficien t and scalable. Oftentimes,
enormous mini data centers or fog computing nodes need to be
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Fig ure 1: The case for Au gmented Edge Data Processing

physically deployed in a specific region. Thi s unavoidably increases
capital expenses (Capex) and opera tional expenses (Opex). Worse ,
due to the reliance on specialized hardware, one can hardly accom
modate edge traffic surge or react to failure scena rios. Without
over-prov isioning edge reso urces, one has to offload traffic to re
mote data centers every now and then.

Moreover, since existing designs introd uce various application
speci fic platform s, it is difficult to coordina te diverse applications
across different vendors. While all of th ese sys tems may operate
und er the same open standard in the future , currently there is no
universally accepted one. The edge computing space is th erefore
somewha t fragmented. Many existing technologies only provide
a certain degree of fun ctionality. For example, popular suites of
proprietary pr otocols including XlO [1], Z-Wave [2], and ZigBee
[4], all of which are incompatible with each other. Unless a single
spec ific kind of equipment is used, one has to find a way to sha re
device data with others.

Thi s work is driven by the observation that currently the re is not
a strong motivation for provisioning a wide spectrum of specialized
appliances for generic EDP tasks. Rather than exploring and re
defining a new type of edge architecture , we propose to unleash the
performance and capac ity potential on edge equipment already in
place. Specifically, in this paper we set out to explore leveraging the
under-utilized NFV serve rs at the edge to co-loca te th e emerging
edge computation workloads.

Our argument stands on the recent trend towards Network Func
tion Virtualization (NFV) [10] with the aim of improving the net
work's manageabilit y and reducing th e capital expenditure . NFV
implement s the network function (NF) (e.g., routing, detection, and
load balance , etc.) as software in virtual machines (VMs) or con
tain ers, which allows virtual NFs to be deployed on commodity
off-the-she lf (COTS) serve rs . On the othe r hand , being deployed
between the end devices and the data centers, these COTS servers
deployed with NFs are naturally formed as a mesh network of com
puting nodes that can process or store data locally and pu sh all
received data to a central cloud , as shown in Figur e l.

In fact, th e European Telecommunications Standar d Institute
(ETSI) advoca tes reusing existing NFV infrastructure and the man
agement capabilit y of NFV to the largest exten t possible in the
edge computing era [16]. In recent years, NFV at the network edge
(e.g. virtualized Customer Premises Equipment, vCPE) is gaining in
creasing attention. According to an IDC report [30], the worldwide

market for NFV infrastructure at the network edge is expected to
grow from a base of $67.8 million in 2016 to $1.16 billion in 2021 at
a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 76.4%. Such increasing
yet under-utilized [40] computing infrastru cture makes it attrac tive
for users who want more affordable, deploy-on-demand edge com
puting power. Doing so also allows one to speed up th e adoption
and delivery of our edge applications as well.

In this paper, we propose EdgeMiner, an augmented EDP frame
work that enables NFV-ready COTS serv ers to efficiently host aug
ment ed EDP applications such as th e edge video enco ding and
image processing applications. Towards this goal, we perform exten
sive exper iments to character ize the resource utilization of DPDK
based NFV COTS servers. Intel DPDK [18] is designed to mitigate
the overhea ds of softwa re packet pro cessin g by optimizing th e
kern el network stack and allowing direct dat a access to bypass
the kern eL However, our cha rac terization results show th at , in
contras t to the core network scenar io, DPDK-based NFV platform
has poor CPU utilization at the network edge with lower packet
receive/sendin g rate. Motivated by our observa tion, EdgeMine r
smartly mines the idle CPU resources of DPDK-based NFV plat
forms without impairing the performance and capacity of VNFs. It
leverages batch proce ssing and batch-int errupt to discover the idle
CPU resource of DPDK-based NFV platforms. We also propose a
Dynamic Search Core (DSC)algorithm to guarantee the QoS ofE DP
applications. We evaluate our framework using the typical network
function and popular EDP applications such as image proc essin g
and video encoding.

To the best of our knowledge, th is work is first to provision EDP
applications on the flexible network infr astructures.

Thi s paper makes the followin g key contributions :

• We conduct extensive experiment s to measure the architec
ture characteristic of a DPDK-based NFVplatform under var
ious configurations. We demonstrate the under-utilization
issue of serve rs.

• We propose EdgeMiner, a light -weight edge processing frame
work that allows VNFs and EDP tasks to co-locate on com
modity servers. We design scheduling schemes that can guar 
ant ee the QoS of both type s of applications.

• We evaluate EdgeMiner using typical network functions and
EDP applications such as x264 (a video encoding benchmark)
and vips (an image processing benchmark). We show that
EdgeMiner can save 13%-90% CPU utili zation when th ere
are no EDP applications and guarantee the QoS of EDP ap
plications when deploying them on the NFV platforms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
the background and furth er motivates our work. Section 3 character
izes the packet processing behavior on DPDK-based NFV platforms
and investigates the capacity potential of the COTS servers. Section
4 proposes our EdgeMiner framewo rk. Section 5 evaluates our de
sign with representative appli cations. Section 6 introduces related
work and finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In th is section we briefly int rodu ce th e essential concep ts of NFV
and EDP. Our driving insight is that traditional DPDK-based NFV
platforms are generally underutilized in the edge; one can actually
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deploy EDP applications as a type of network fun ction (NF) to
fully utili ze the NFV servers. In such a way, we can provide edge
computing services with high cost-efficiency and service agility.

2.1 Network Function Virtualization
NFV proposes to move various network functions from hardware
"middleboxes" to software appliances in VMs or containers. Deploy
ing virtualized network functions (VNF) as softwa re on commod
ity servers has man y advantages such as reducing cost th rough
workloa d conso lidation, simplifying resource management, and
fast deployment as so forth.

In order to achieve the line rate for packet processing, today 's
NFV-enabled serve r adopts several op timization stra tegies . Many
NFV platform s take advantage of the state-of-the-art I/O libraries
such as Intel DPDK [18], RP_Ring [28] and Netmap [31]. All the
above libraries reduce the performance overheads in the traditional
kern el network stack. In order to deeply study NFV platforms, in
thi s paper, we mainl y focus on NFV platforms usin g DPDK for
high-performance packet I/O.

2. 1. 1 Packet Processing of DPDK. Intel DPDK packet I/O library
offers a set of primitives th at allow users to create efficient user
space NFs on x86 platforms, particularly for high-speed data plane
applications. DPDK mainly operates in a polling mode ra ther than
th e traditi onal int errupt packet I/O, which can reduce the time
spent for packet traveling in the server. DPDK also uses huge pages
to pre-allocate large regions of memory, which can reduce the TLB
miss and packet transmission overhea d. In thi s case, applications
perform DMA opera tions and access data directly from the NIC
without involving kernel process ing and memory copy. Moreover,
some architectures can further use DDIO (Direct Data I/O) whi ch
directly accesses data from NICs to LLC to reduce the lat ency of
memory access. Additionally, DPDK requires each VNF to occupy
one dedicated CPU core to avo id context switches . Ail of these
efforts are made to provide high-performance packet I/O opera tions
and a high-performance NFV system.

While DPDK achieves very high th roughput with agg ress ive
optimization, it has sacrificed the efficiency of resource utili zation.
When the packet transmission rate is low (e.g., below 10 Gigabits/s),
DPDKwill suffer from rather poor CPU utili zation due to its reliance
on busy polling. Additionally, since it pre-allocates large regions of
memory, it unnecessarily causes memory capacity waste when the
packet access rate is low.

2.1.2 Service Funct ion Chaining. Network services often require
various NFs. A packet usually traverses a series of sequenced net
work fun ctions before th e final application pr ocesses it, which is
called Service Function Cha in (SFC). SFC implement ed in NFV
platform s can easily scale and change its locations on demand .

EFSI standards [10] show that different NFs have significantly
different processing and performance requir ement s. Some NFs have
a high per-core throughput (Mpps), e.g., switches; and some have a
low thr oughput as a few kilo pp s, e.g., encryption applications. In
thi s case, one NF in a service cha in that drops packet s will waste
vas t amount of processing resources in earlier NFs of the cha in.
The imbalanced computing capabilities cause resour ce waste, and
as the length of SFC increases, this situa tion will be worse.

2.2 Edge Data Processing on NFV Platforms
For tradit ional Io'T sys tems, raw data generated from edge devices
is sent to applications deployed in the Cloud thr ough the network.
There are several disadvantages of th is Cloud-centric model: 1)
large latency overh ead: a large amount of data movement thr ough
the network will cause severe energy and latency overheads; 2) de
ployment problems: it is impractical to connect all the edge devices
with th e Cloud, and; 3) secur ity and pr ivacy issues: sending th e
edge data to the Cloud may raise secur ity and privacy issues.

Rather than cons tan tly movin g a hu ge amount of data to the
Cloud, recent years has witnessed a new trend towards edge-oriented
data processing. EDP is a natural extens ion with the evolution of
mobile base stations and the converge nce ofIT and telecommunica
tions networkin g. Typically, EDP applications can be implemented
in a virtualized enviro nment [16, 32]. In othe r words, th e un der
lying platform tha t hosts EDP tasks and NFV workloads is quite
similar. EDP emphasizes data processing at the edge network, while
the NFV platform is focused on processing network packets. With
appropriate design and modification , one can actually deploy com
put ational edge serv ices as network functions. It allows operators
to benefit as much as possible from their inves tment, by hosting
both VNFs and EDP applications on the same platform .

Nevertheless, it is imp ortant not to aggress ively subscribe the
NFV-enabled servers as both EDP tasks and VNFs have QoS requir e
ments. VNFs gene ra lly pursue high th roughput and low latency
for packets processing. Similarly, EDP applications face very strict
deadlin e. Moreover, EDP applications are cha racterized by latency,
proximity and real-tim e running. Thu s, intelligent orchestration of
computing and network resour ces is of paramount import ance.

3 CHARACTERIZING NFV SERVERS
Traditi onal NFV platforms mainly focus on high performance but
overlook resource efficiency. In this section, we conduct extens ive
experiments to investigate the resource utilization of a DPDK-based
platform in terms of CPU and memory utili zation und er different
configura tions. The results of experiments show that there are lots
of underutili zed resources, which motivate our design of co-running
EDP applications on network infrastructure.

3.1 Experiment Setup
3.1.1 Platform Conf iguration. Our physical platform configuration
is show n in Table 1. The server uses 4 Intel 1350 IGigabit Etherne t
NICs assoc iated with the single socket. Th e operating sys tem is
Ubuntu Linux 16.04 and th e version of DPDK is 17.08. All of our
exper iments are based on openNetVM [42].

The platform architecture in our experiment is shown in Figure
2. Wh en the sys tem starts, a man ager thread pr e-allocates mem
ory pools trte rnempooi creates in Huge Pages to store incoming
packets. Ail threads are pinned to dedicated CPU cores in our ex
periment. Next, we will introdu ce the flow of packet processing
in detail: Wh en packets arrive in th e sys tem, th e RX thread will
fetch the data from the NIC with zero copy (0). Then the RXthr ead
will look up th e flow table to decide whi ch VNF is selected and
th en send the packet to th e corres ponding VNF's RX queue (@).
VNFI reads packets from its RX queue and processes them usin g
user-defined functions (0). Then, all packets will be sent to VNFI's
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Table 1: Platform configuration Table 2: Different VNFs computation cost

Item
COTS System

Processor

Memory

NIC

Configuration
Ubuntu 16.04, single socket
Int el Xeon £5-2620 v3@2.40GHz
6 phys ical cores (disabled HyperThreadin g)
15MB 13 cache for the socket
64KB11 cache,256KB L2 cache each core
32GB DDR4 tot al
HugeSize=2MB and 1024 HugePage
Int el i350, 4 port each 1Gigabit

User
Space

~ Forward DPI Aes_encryptPkt Size
64bytes 40cycles 300cycles 3.3K cycles
128bytes 40cycles 330cycles 9K cycles
256bytes 40cycles 340cycles 20K cycles
512bytes 40cycles 360cycles 43K cycles
1024bytes 40cycles 370cycles 88K cycles

AES_en cryption/DES3ncryption: This func tion aims to en 
crypt/dec ryp t UDP packets using speci fied encryp tion/decryp tion
algori thm, and then forward them to spec ific NFs. Since thi s fun c
tion needs to encry pt the packet payload usin g th e encrypti on
algori thm, it's a computation-intens ive fun ction .

Table 2 shows the computa tion cost of processing one packet
un der different packet sizes. Forward consumes only about 40 cy
cles and the comp utation cost maintain s although the packet size
increases du e to its simple ope ration. DPI needs to rea d both the
header and payload of a packet and inspect packet for secur ity. With
packet size increasing, its computa tion cost increases slightly. As
for AES_ encrypt, it needs not only to read the header and payload of
a packet , but also to pro cess the packet using a complex algorithm.
Thus, AES_e ncryp t consumes the most cycles to process a packet ,
and the computation cost is highly corre lated to the packet size.

Figure 2: Packet processing on NFV platforms

TX queue. When the polling mode is used, CPU cores will be always
busy to wait and pro cess packets while VNF1 is running (i.e. busy
polling). If the interrupt mo de is used, the core pinned to VNF1
will be sleep when there is no incomin g packets or other situations
(e.g., backpressure). The wake -up th read aims to monitor each NF's
information and decide wh en to activa te the VNF thread (ID). Th e
TX thread polls to read packets from the Nf'I 's TX queue, and then
moves the pac kets into anothe r NF's RX (NF2 RX) or sends them
to the NIC based on the destination information of the packets (@).
The packets processed by NFl will be processed by NF2 «i)). Thus,
th e TX th read moves the pac kets from NFl to NF2, and then NF2
processes the packets in the same manner as step 0 . After NF2 pro
cesses the packet s, the TX th read checks th e packet' s destinati on
information and decides to move the packet out of the system (fil) .

3.7.2 Network Function Workloads. In our experiments, we choose
three typical NFs to explore reso urce utili zation characteristics of
DPDK-based NFV platforms:

Forward: Thi s network func tion is similar to the Ipv4/Ipv6
packet forwarding network funct ion . After receiving packets, For
ward reads the destination inform ati on of packets and then sends
packets to the next VNF.

DPI: Deep Packet In spection (DPI) is an esse ntial securi ty ap
proac h in the network. It is applied in network applications includ
ing network intrusion detection system (IDS) and Web application
firewalls.Thi s network function can locate, identify, classify, rerout e
and block packets.

3. 7.3 Test Traffic. In th is paper, we utilize a DPDK-based packet
generator to generate packets with different packet sizes and differ
ent trans miss ion rates. Since AES_encrypt can only process UDP
packets, all the experim ents are based on UDP packets. We have 4
ports in our packet gene rator serve r, we can gene ra te up to 4 Gb
network packets. The packet gene rator runs on a separate server
and connec ts to the test server directly.

3.2 VNF Memory Bandwidth
Since mem ory access is an important component wh en VNFs pro
cess packets, it is necessary to study the characteristics of VNFs
memory utilization. We use events provided by Performance Moni
tor Unit [6] to monit or the memory bandwidth. The resour ce mon 
itor distill s cruc ial inform ati on for th e sys tem to make informe d
decisions. We use libpfm4 library to translate human -readable per
formance event names to machine-readable event code. The monit or
uses the perf-event interface of Linux to access hardware perfo r
man ce counters. Th e perfor mance event name used in the mem
ory bandwidth monitor is hswep_unc_ imcX::UNC_M_CA S_COUNT.
Thi s register coun ts the numb er of DRAM CAS commands recorded
at integrated memory controller (IMe) at CPU socket X. Addition
ally, to obtain the peak memory bandwidth of our server, we utili ze
th e STREAM Benchmark [3] to measure th e peak memory band
width and we get 18.4GB/s.

As show n in Figure 3, we present the memory utilization ofthree
network fun ction s wi th different packet sizes and different tr an s
mission rates. For each VNF, the memory bandwidth usage grows
as the packet size and transmission rate increase. It is clear that the
memory bandwidth usage is very small in all the experiments, and
th e highest mem ory bandwidth usage is onl y 4.7% of the server
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Fig ure 4: CPU utilization of on-demand inter rupt

3.3 VNF CPU Utilizat ion

peak bandwidth usage from VNF Aes_encrypt with 1024 packet size
under 4Gb spee d. In thi s case , we can cons ider that VNFs in our
expe riments are not memory-bandwidth bounded. Thus, we will
study the cha racteristics of CPU utili zation in detail and focus on
CPU utili zation in our framework.

In this subsection, we set up exper iments to explore CPU utili zation
of VNFs. Under the DPDK polling mode, NFs that are busy waiting
for packets waste lots of CPU resource in low-speed network. Thu s,
an int errupt mode would be helpful for saving the resource, as is
done in NFV platforms such as Netm ap [31] and ClickOS [27].

because the packet rate decreases and the NF has larger probability
to become the SLEEP status.

Considering th at a VNF needs to switch between the SLEEP
and ACTIVE status in th e interrupt mode, the context switch and
other extra sys tem costs are inev itable. To obta in a detailed CPU
utili zation breakd own of interrupt mode, we collect two kinds of
CPU utilization: User CPU, which is occupied by the user applica
tion; and System CPU, which contains CPU time utilized by system
interrupts, context swi tches and othe r sys tem operations. In th is
part , we only explore the CPU utilization of Forward and DPI since
Aes_encrypt are always busy.

Figure 5 shows a breakdown of CPU utili zation ofVNFs in the
on-demand interrupt mode. Except for 64Bytes packet processing
in DPI, all the other resu lts show that user-defined functions only
account for less than 50%total CPU cycles. When running Forward,
there is only at most 36%CPU utili zation on user applications and
the othe rs are wasted by system opera tions. Both results show
hu ge resource waste and with th e packet size increasin g, system
opera tion cost becomes more severe.

However, the wasted CPU utilization is beyond what we can see
in the above cases. Considering that when the packet size is 64 bytes,
the VNF will receive a packet every 1488 cycles with 2.4GHz fre
quency. Note that Forward processes a packet with about 40 cycles.
Thu s, CPU utilization for processing a packet is 40/ 1488 "" 3%. Even
though this procedure contains other user-defined applications such
as reading packets from the RX queue and writing packets into the
TX queue, 3%and 82%have too large difference.

To handl e the shortcoming of on-demand int errupt, we design
a batch int errupt to measure thi s sys tem. The experiments are as
follows: when VNF's RX queue is empty, the NF thr ead will enter
SLEEP status to save the CPU cycles. The Wakeup Thr ead monitors
VNF's RX queue and if the size of the RX queue is larger than the
batch size, it will send the ACTIVE semaphore to the VNF Thr ead.

Figure 6 shows the CPU utili zation in the batch interrupt mode.
Both Forward and DPI save a great amount of CPU ut ilization . In
addition to th e total CPU utilization , we explore th e breakdown
of CPU utilization in thi s batch situation as well. Wh en it uses
batch int errupt manner, user CPU utilization will occupy a large
ratio in both VNFs. Even in th e wors t case, wh en th e packet size
is 1024 bytes, the user CPU utili zation will occupy 67%and 82%in
Forward and DPI respectively. In this case, using batch interrupt is

1024bytes

• Forw ardD DPIo Aes encrypt

I28bytes 2S6bytes Sl 2bytes
Packet Size

Don ly pollin g

Mbytes

0.8

0.2

o

0.4

0.6

3.3.1 CPU Utilization ofSingle VNF. On-demand interrupt is used
in Netmap and ClickOS: if there is no packet in the VNF RX queue,
th e NF Thread will enter sleep sta tus and wait for the wakeup
semaphore specifically for it. In the meantime, the wakeup thread
monitors th e VNF's RX queue. Once the VNF's RX queue is not
empty, the wakeup thread will send the semaphore to wake up the
VNF thread immediately.

Figure 4 shows the CPU utili zation of different applications us
ing thi s strategy. Since the pollin g mode of DPDK will be always
busy wa iting and processin g the pac kets , the CPU utili zation of
the polling-only mode remains at 100%. The CPU utili zati on of
Aes_encrypt is also 100%in both polling and interrupt mode due to
its high computation cost. DPI and Forward reveal import ant CPU
resource-wasting information in DPDK-based platforms. As the
packet size grows, the CPU utilization of the NF decreases mainly
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Figure 5: CPU utilization breakdown of on-demand inter
rupt

Figure 6: CPU ut ili zation breakdown for batch interrupt

Figure 7: CPU utilization of varying interrupt size
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a good way to save CPU utili zation for ene rgy-saving purpose or
data processing purpose.

To und erstand th e relationship between batch size and CPU
utili zation, we design a fine-grained experiment to measure CPU
utilization . In our experiment, we change the batch size from 1
to 100. As shown in Figure 7, as interrupt size increase s, CPU
utilization of VNFs decreases. In our experiment, no experiment
drops any packet s. In othe r word s, it keeps a desired throughput
of VNFs. Our results show that smartly choos ing the interrupt size
allows us to save more resources.

3.3.2 CPU Utilization in Service Function Chain. In the above sub
sections, we have discussed th e CPU utili zation of sing le VNF in
DPDK-based NFV platforms with different configurations. In the
real world, network functions will be chained to process the packets
assigned by users. The CPU utili zation of Service Function Chain
(SFC) is also an important design cons idera tion. Due to th e im
balanced computation cost in SFC, th e downstr eam VNF will be
overloaded and it will drop the packets which have been processed
in th e up stream NF. The resources used by the up stream NF is
useless if th e downstream NF has larger computation cost than
the upstream VNF[ll] . Figure 8 shows such situation when wasted
work exists.

In order to avoid wasted work due to the imbalance of VNFs in
SFC, we design and impl ement a local backpressure algorithm as
shown in Figure 9. The Wakeup Thread chec ks the inform ation
of the upstream VNF (Forward!DPI) Thread and the downstre am
VNF (A es_encrypt). Once the queue size of Aes_encrypt is larger

Figure 9: Local backpressure diagram

than the maximum thr eshold, the ForwardlDPI Threa d will enter
SLEEP status, and if the queue size of Aes_encrypt is less than the
min threshold, the Wakeup Thread will immediately wak e up the
ForwardlDPI Thread and continue processing packets. In this way,
we can guarantee the throughput of the whole SFC and reduce CPU
utilization waste.

We test the CPU utilization of th e first network fun ction as
shown in Table 3. In this case, we can also see lots of CPU utili zation
saved using backpr essure .

All above experiments aim to show the characteristic of the CPU
utilization on DPDK-based NFV platforms. We mine those free CPU
cycles of servers running VNFs and we deploy EDP applications on
the NFV platforms to share the precious computing resource. In the
next section, we will discuss how EDP can be deployed in the NFV
platform with the QoS guar antee of both the VNF and the EDP.

4 DEPLOYING EDGE COMPUTING
Our charac terization and evaluation results show that there are still
lots of resources wasted in traditi onal DPDK-based NFV platforms.
How to utili ze those idle reso urces present s a grea t challenge. An
intuitive way to improve sys tem utili zation is to co-locate some
different applications on the same server [19]. Cons idering that
there are a growing amount of EDP applications (e.g., image pro
cessing, video processing) actively looking for auxiliary computing
resource suppo rt at the edge, it would be highly profitable if we
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(1)

Table 3: In flu en ce of backpressure

Po lling Mode Backpresure
Service Drop Service Drop Forward DPI

Rate (Mpps) Rate (Mpps) CPU CPU
(Mpps) (Mpps) Util. Util

64B 1.488 0.688 0.87 0.07 9% 20%
128B 0.844 0.524 0.33 0.04 3% 7.6%
256B 0.453 0.313 0.142 0.012 1.5% 3.3%
512B 0.23 0.163 0.0668 0.008 0.7% 1.7%
1024B 0.12 0.0877 0.0323 0.003 0.3% 1%
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Figure 10 : Resource saving with core sharing

can smartly deploy th em on NFV platforms. In thi s case, we can
jointl y improve network infrastru cture utili zation and reduce edge
serve r requirement , as shown in Figure 10.

In this paper, we propose EdgeMiner, a resource harvesting strat
egy for deploying EDP applications on flexible network infrastruc
tur e. Some prior works, which focus on the application co-location
in a data center, allow the latency-critical and batch applications to
share the memory system resources (e.g., Last Level Cache, DRAM
bandwidth) [26, 39]. However, very few studies focus on sharing
the CPU cores for edge computation augmentation. Prior work [19]
tri es to enable the sha ring of cores in a data center, but it mainl y
emphas izes shar ing-aware dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS). Different from prior ar ts, EdgeMiner is a simple but effec
tive meth od that allows one to co-run packet processing tasks and
EDP applications on share d cores .

Co-running EDP applications and VNFs is non-trivial. Due to
th e tran smission latency, unfinished EDP applications canno t be
moved to the Cloud in the last minut e. These tasks have to respect
a strict deadlin e and be well-managed. We cannot simply schedule
EDP applications only during the server's idle period, since there
exists limited CPU slack lime that can be exploited on current NFV
platforms. Thus, we design a sche duling algorithm to guarantee
the QoS of EDP applications.

4.1 Over view of EdgeMiner
EdgeMiner can improve th e CPU util ization of edge servers as
well as meeting th e QoS of EDP applications. The overv iew of
EdgeMiner is show n as Figure 11. This framework mainly contains

three modules: EDP profiling, sha ring initialization , and dynamic
tuning. Import antly, we use a metric called QoS Urgency (QU) to
evaluate the difficulty of achieving the QoS.

actua l runt imeQU = ---,---
time limit

As an EDP application approac hes the deadline, its QU becomes
larger. In this case, it often becomes more difficult to meet the target
QoS due to limited time and greatly increase d computing resource
requirement. In the following subsections, we will discuss the three
compo nents in detail.

4.7.7 fOP Profi ling. In this component, we characterize common
EDP applications and record their approximate runtime. Thus, we
can estimate the CPU cycles needed for processing incoming edge
applications, based on profiling results such as sizes of data. Addi
tionally, each EDP application also has its certain QoS requirement
which we can consider it as the time limit. After profiling, we can
calculate the QUof each EDP application. This is the most important
factor to cons ider in the following steps.

4.7.2 Sharing Initialization. In this compo nent, we decide how to
co-run the NFs and the EDP applications. In Figure 11, we can see
that different cores and different EDP applications are labeled by
different colors. The core color show n in the figure represents differ
ent CPU utili zation used by VNFs. Similarly, different color of EDP
applications means different QU value. In the initialization ph ase,
we sort the EDP applications by the QU and the CPU utili zation of
the core. Afterwards, we co-run the least-QU EDP application with
the highest CPU util ization core; we also co-run the highest-QU
EDP application with the lowest CPU utilization core. If there exists
two EDP applications that have the same QU, we sort them based on
the time limit. If the number of EDP applications is larger than the
number of NFs, we will run th e EDP applications on the idle core .
If the numb er of NFs is larger than the numb er ofEDP applications,
there will be some cores only host VNFs. According to the above
co-running mechanism, VNFs tha t exhibit th e lowest utili zation
will occupy a single core without shar ing. In this case, it will save
power due to the low CPU consumption.

4.7.3 Dynam ic Tuning. The above co-running mechani sm alone
may not meet EDP applications ' target QoS. In order to meet th e
QoS requirement, we monitor the information ofEDP applications
and check if EDP applications should move to the idle core or the
core which has more CPU resources . We called this mechanism as
Dyn amic Search Core (DSC), as shown in Algo rithm 1. It allows
EdgeMiner to efficiently tap into curre nt NFV-ready servers .

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we firstly evaluate the performance ofEDP applica
tion s when co-ru nning with VNFs using batch-interrupt and th e
backpressure algorithm. Secondly, we demonstrate the performance
of our DSC algorithm.

5.1 Workload
We have introduced VNFs and the DPDK-based platform in Section
3. Since we mainly focus on CPU utili zation, we select CPU-bound
applications as our benchm arks. We choose two applications from
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Figure 11: Overview of EdgeMin er

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Search Core Algori thm
Definition:

Trea l : T im e rea ll y elaps ing
Ttar get : Longest ti me of Edge data pr ocessing
Tsingle : Run ti me of EDP ru nn ing in single core
Ttrans : Ti me to change core
Rat io, : Ratio of NF using th e it h core

I : fo r EDP is run ni ng w ith core} do
2: Get Trea l
3: Find th e CORESET w hose Ratio < (1 - QU)
4: for corei. E CORESET do
5: T _ (I-Rat iok)·Ttarget - Tsingle

tra ns - Rat io j Rat iov
6: if Ttra ns > Treal then
7: Conti nue
8: else if Ttran s < Treal then
9: rem ov e coree out of CORESET

10: else
11: change EDP f rom core) to corek
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

co-ru nning combina tion. As the figure shows, the batch interrupt
scheme can steep ly degrade the EDP application's processing time
compared with the on-de mand int errupt mechan ism. It is evident
that we can harvest mor e CPU resources on VNF-ready servers to
process EDP applications.

5.3 Effectiveness of Back Pressure Algorithm
As mention ed in section 3.3.2, local backpressure algo rithm can
save CPU utili zati on in SFC without affecting the performan ce of
network services. In thi s expe riment we use backpressure algo
rithm to harvest CPU free cycles and measur e the perform ance of
EDP applica tions . As shown in Figure 13, th e normalized perfor
mance degradation of co-located EDP applications is less than 15%.
Import antl y, our result s show that if we use the backpressure mech
anism, it only slightly delays EDP applicatio ns wh en the packet
size is large (e.g., more than 256B). In other words, we may provide
high -performan ce processing ofEDP applications depending on
the character istics of the netw ork packets.

Table 4: Edge processing workloads

Name Information Workload
vips Image processing Image wi 18K * 18K pixe ls
x264 video enco ding 30fps /640 * 360 pixels

PAR-SEC [35]. The detailed inform ation of workloads is shown in
Table 4. Both the two wo rkloads are popular in EDP applications :
v ips is an image processing librar y and x264 is an app lica tion for
encoding video streams int o the H.264 compression form at.

5.2 Effectiveness of Batch Interrupt
We evalua te the impact of batch packet process ing mechani sm on
EDP applications performance. We run EDP applications on the core
that has used by VNFs and record the EDP application's processi ng
time. Figure 12 shows the normalized processing time of different

5.4 QoS of Edge Data Processing
Although batch int errupt and backpressure schemes provide a way
to exploit free computing resour ces, they still cannot provide satis
factory QoS guaran tee. To ensure bett er QoS ofEDP applications,
it is imp ortant to carefully schedule computing resources. We use
the 90% QoS po licy (the QoS tar get performanc e is 90% of solo
performance) to evaluate our DSC algorithm. According to the 90%
QoS policy, if the run -time degradation is less than 1.11x, there will
be no imp act on the QoS.

For the above experiment, when the EDP applications (both the
x264 and vip s) co-ru n wi th Forward, all the degradati on of EDP
applications are less th an l.llx (the most is l. 08 wh en the packet
size is 64 an d Forward co-ru ns with x264). In thi s case, using th e
batch packet processing, we can guarantee the QoS of cert ain EDP
applications even without extra compensation. Moreove r, we test
the 95% QoS policy as well. Th e results are shown in Figure 14.
From Figure 14, we can see that the DSC can achieve the QoS of
the EDP applications (both 90%QoS policy and 95%QoS policy).
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threading scheduling [13] and reducing cache miss [15]. All of prior
works focus on high performance of packet processing to meet the
network line rate. Th ey lack cons ider ing th e reso urce utilization .
Excep t for these NFV accelera tion techniques, th e NFVnice [21]
and Flurries [41] benefit from running multip le NFs in a single core
to increase th e core utili zation and make th e NFV system more
flexible. Th ese works are orthogo na l to our work and we mainl y
focus on the edge serve r to deploy EDP applications in the core
used by the NF to increase the core util ization .
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6.2 Edge Data Process ing
To reduce the latency, there is a trend to process data on the edge
devices close to the users. Li et al. [24] develop a susta inable in-situ
serve r sys tem to pre-process the raw data near where th e data is
located. However, this work mainly focuses on the energy manage
ment in the in-situ data center. Lane et al. [22] use a static model to
per form deep learn ing recogniti on on loT devices; Song et al. [33]
represent an autonomous and increment al computing framework
and architecture for deep learning based Io'Tapplications. All the
above work mainly focuses on how to process the edge data in a
high-performance or sustainable way. However, they don't consider
how to deploy EDP applications in the existed systems such as the
NFV-Ready servers.
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Figure 13: Normalized runtime when EDP applications co
run with VNFs using the backpressure algorithm

Figure 14: Using DSC algorithm to meet QoS of EDP

6 RELATED W ORK
In this section, we discuss represent ative prior studies in different
domains that are most relevant to our work.

6.1 H igh-Performance NFV System
Man y pri or work s aim to provide high-performan ce and flexible
platforms for NFY. Prior work s [23, 29] enhance the indi vidu al
NF performance to speed up the NFV's performance; Some works
[17, 27, 42] focus on th e packet delivery between different NFs
to reduce the performance degradat ion ; In works [14, 20], they
employ heterogeneous platforms such as GPU to accelera te the
packet processing. There are also some works use the characteristic
of computer architecture to accelerate the packet processing such as

6.3 Im proving Utilization of Data Processing
There have been many prior works on improving the QoS ofla tency
critical applications [26, 39]. These works leverage different mech
anisms to make the latency-critical app lications co-loca ted with a
batch job on the same serve r to improve th e resource utili zation .
It is critical to guarantee th e QoS of th e latency-crit ical applica
tions at the same time. Bubble-Up [26] and Bubble-Flux [39] bound
performance degradation while impr oving chip multiprocessor uti
lization . Additionally, HOPE [12] exploits management workloads
scheduling and applies grap h-base d task allocation to improve com
putation and reduce energy consumption. However, all these works
mainly focus on the interference between the latency-critical tasks
and batch jobs or performance improv ing of tasks in a data center.
Our work concentra tes on th e edge computing scena rio and th e
co-running of VNFs and EDP applications.
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7 CONCLUSION
The rapid growth of loT applications places demand on innovative
data processing infrastructure that are responsive, efficient , and
scalable. In thi s paper, we study the CPU utili zation cha rac teris
tics of DPDK-based NFV platforms in detail to demonstrate the
unde rutilization issue of servers in edge network. We show that
one can effectively harvest 13%-90%free CPU resources on DPDK
based platforms with batch interrup t mechanism and backpressure
algori thm. Using th e saved resources, we prop ose EdgeMiner, a
light- weight edge processing framework that allows VNFs and EDP
tasks to co-run on commodity servers. We also devise scheduling
schemes that can guarantee the QoS of both type s of applications.
The proposed design , which expands the breadth and impact of to
day's network infrastructure , has the potent ial to greatly contribute
to building a more connected, smarter world.
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